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Overview 
 
Institution 
Zayed University 
 
Profile  
Zayed University, a progressive, 
American-modeled federal institution 
serving the United Arab Emirates, 
continues to increase its student and 
faculty populations at annual rates of 
nearly 20 percent. The two campuses in 
Dubai and Abu Dhabi now host 
approximately 8,500 students.   
 
The institution offers highly regarded and 
internationally recognized degrees 
through its five baccalaureate colleges 
and general education program, as well 
as a number of graduate programs.  The 
university is accredited by Middle States 
Commission on Higher Education and is 
currently seeking specialized 
accreditation for four of its colleges or 
departments, which will firmly establish 
the university as a regional leader in 
quality assurance and continuous 
improvement.   
 
 
Challenge 
Zayed University’s rapid growth presented 
a formidable obstacle to the sustainability 
of its increasingly refined outcomes 
assessment program.  The assessment 
program was collapsing under its own 
weight.  The university needed an intuitive 
technology solution to support and manage 
the expanding program structure and data 
content. 

 

Solution 
TracDat replaced Zayed’s arduous 
assessment management process, 
providing a consistent, flexible structure 
and process to the university’s colleges and 
departments. TracDat centralizes collection 
and storage of data, and provides robust 
reporting capabilities that allow Zayed to 
present outcomes assessment methods, 
information, analysis and actions in a 
number of ways that meet a variety of 
internal and external needs. 

Zayed University Masters  
the Assessment Challenges  
Posed by Rapid Growth,  
with Help from TracDat 

“TracDat is a perfect fit for us.” 
                    -DR. KEVIN SCHOEPP, DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 
 

 
Founded in 1998, Zayed University has adhered to an outcomes-based approach 
to education since day one. Established with the purpose of becoming the 
region’s leading university, Zayed embodies the same rigorous standards and 
intellectual elements shared by major universities throughout the world. 

As a quality driven institution, Zayed committed to the effective assessment of 
student learning and recognized that its Academic Program Model (APM) was 
the vehicle through which the university could achieve its vision and mission.   
The APM’s key element is development of six university-wide student outcomes 
spanning the four-year undergraduate curriculum: Language, Technological 
Literacy, Critical Thinking and Quantitative Reasoning, Information Literacy, 
Global Awareness, and Leadership. 

The institution also developed the Zayed University Learning Outcomes (ZULOs), 
which directly reference key elements of the APM.  Refined by faculty, staff and 
the university community over a period of years, the ZULOs embody the most 
essential outcomes of an undergraduate education. In addition, each academic 
major developed a discipline-specific set of learning outcomes, known as Major 
Learning Outcomes (MALOs).  

However, the challenges of effectively assessing the ZULOs and MALOs grew as 
both evolved over time.  In addition to the increasing sophistication of its 
assessment efforts, the university experienced double-digit annual growth in 
both student and faculty populations. The combination of the growing number 
and complexity of assessment criteria, together with the proliferation of data 
collection in various locations around the university, presented a serious 
problem.  “It became increasingly apparent that the assessment process in place 
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TracDat Benefits  

 Communicates institutional 
objectives more effectively 

 Strengthens accountability 

 Improves collaboration 

 Increases faculty engagement 

 Accelerates the assessment 
process 

 Provides real-time visibility into 
assessment 

 Supports compliance 

 Turns data into actionable insights  
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“We appreciate TracDat for its 
simplicity.  It’s not 
burdensome.” 

“With a press of a button, we 
can view the assessment plan, 
determine the findings, and 
most importantly, review any 
related actions or follow-ups.”  

-DR. KEVIN SCHOEPP, DIRECTOR OF 

EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS 

at the time was unsustainable,” said Dr.  Kevin Schoepp, Director of Educational 
Effectiveness, “It was collapsing in on itself.” 

Zayed University required a technology infrastructure to manage the planning 
and assessment process and make it sustainable.  After investigating a number of 
assessment software providers, the university chose TracDat to support the 
assessment program structure, as well as the collection, organization, 
measurement and analysis of data that drives quality and improvement. 

“TracDat has been a perfect fit for us,” Schoepp said, “Our ZULOs and MALOs can 
be rolled up and reviewed by department and college, or we have the flexibility 
to run reports revealing results on specific outcomes.  We truly appreciate the 
reporting capability.  The Unit Assessment Report is an especially wonderful tool.  
With the press of a button, we can view the assessment plan, determine the 
findings and, most importantly, review any related actions or follow ups – it’s 
extremely valuable.” 

Zayed University is now three years into an expected 10-year process to achieve 
their vision of integrated strategic planning, assessment and continuous quality.  
“Over the past two years, we’ve engaged in the fine tuning of our internal 
assessment process and the true value of TracDat has really presented itself,” 
Schoepp explained. “Everything encompassing the assessment is available in 
TracDat.  The fact that our plans, assessment descriptions, rubrics, student 
artifacts, analysis of the data, and actions taken for each of the colleges are 
housed and retrievable in a single location is critical to our process and achieving 
the institution’s goals.”   

The university also is preparing for their first Middle States Commission 
reaffirmation in spring 2013, and four of the colleges and departments are in the 
process of obtaining disciplinary accreditation.  “Having TracDat makes these 
processes easier, since everyone knows where all of the assessment information 
can be found and easily retrieved,” Schoepp said.  “It also shows the accrediting 
agencies that the institution takes assessment seriously and that the information 
and reports in TracDat offer a level of transparency to everything we do.” 

Zayed will continue to face challenges that accompany rapid, sustained growth.  
As the student population continues to increase at an annual rate expected to 
approach 20-percent, educating new faculty – most of them expatriates – about 
assessment and ensuring their active participation in the process will remain 
ongoing requirements.  “This presents a constant need to keep faculty educated, 
engaged and informed about assessment,” Schoepp noted.  “TracDat contributes 
the needed infrastructure, process and data repository. Faculty share their 
assessment experiences at assessment committee meetings, where they present 
to peers what they’ve done, how they interpreted and digested the data, and 
resulting actions taken, if necessary, to improve student outcomes.  TracDat, 
together with our dedicated faculty, have contributed to a culture of assessment 
that will continue to drive quality and improvement.” 
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